ALYTUS
INDUSTRIAL
PARK

„We have chosen Alytus industrial park for its favorable
investment environment – for benefits, which are applicable
to us for 10 years. And we are building a factory here. “

„Norwegian investment has proved out 100 percent. In
Alytus we produce furniture for Norwegian police and
Norwegian post. “
„Our efficiency is as high as in Great Britain, and in some
cases even higher. It is a big advantage, and for the owners –
benefits and revenue.”
„ I can assure foreign investors: you will find enough of
qualified labor force in Alytus. “

www.alytus-industrial-park.eu

Dear investors,
we invite You to
develop your
business in Alytus
industrial park

Alytus, being the center of Southern Lithuania, has always cherished proper industrial traditions. And we are happy
that those traditions are successfully continued today. The older industrial branches are being replaced by new ones, former
enterprises are replaced by newly established companies, new factories emerge in the city landscape. All this is a merit of
local as well as foreign investments.
Most of the industrialists, who have moved their business to Alytus or started it here, are still succesfully operating it
today. This is not just an empty talk, but facts and the best proof that it is worth to invest in Alytus. Especially for a business,
which needs many and hardworking hands.
Today Alytus offers even better conditions for business development to foreign investors as recently an industrial
park has been established, where all the utilities are arranged and roads are paved.
Investors in Alytus are entitled to significant tax exemptions. And it meets the purpose: the industrial park within the
first year of its activity has attracted four investors. We hope that you will develop your business in Alytus as well and
increase your competitive advantage.
Do not hesitate to contact the municipality. We promise to lead fast and effective negotiations. The procedures of a
land plot rent proceed smoothly, and just a few weeks away from now you can start investment activities.
On behalf of all the citizens of Alytus we take the opportunity to invite you to Alytus. Here you will find tax exemptions
and a favorable, friendly investment environment.
Your sincerely,
ALYTUS CITY MUNICIPALITY,
the manager of Alytus industrial park

„Our sincere invitation for You, investors,
to come to Alytus. Here you will find tax
exemptions and a favorable, friendly
investment environment.“
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Strategic location

Finland

Sweden

Estonia
Latvia

Kaliningrad
region

ALYTUS

Belarus
Poland
Lithuania, like most of the countries
of the Baltic sea region – Sweden,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany,
Latvia and Poland, is a member of the
European Union.
Neigbouring countries of Lithunia
are Poland, Russia, Belarus, Latvia.
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Average investment rate
per inhabitant

3 347
EUR
1 369
EUR

Beginning of
2005

Direct foreign investments to Lithuania amount to 37,06 billion LTL
(10,73 billion EUR), 75 percent of which accounts for the EU countries.
The average amount of direct foreign investment per inhabitant is 11 557
LTL (3 347 EUR).
Economic activities, which use the biggest part of direct foreign
investments
• Wholesale and retail marketing; repair of motor vehicles
• Financial and insurance activities
• Real estate operations
• Information and communication
• Supply of electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning
• Construction

End of
2011

Biggest direct foreign
investments to Lithuania
from other countries
(in mln of EUR, data accumulated on
September 30, 2011)

Sweden 1 541, 5
Poland 1 398,6
Germany 1 059,7
The Netherlands 920,6
Russia 674,8
Norway 576,5
Denmark 572,8
Finland 559,7
Estonia 492,5
Canada 433,9
Latvia 344,6
Cyprus 323,5
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Strategic location of Alytus
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ALYTUS
Distance to air and sea ports

I

Kaunas international airport 81 km
Klaipėda sea port 294 km
Vilnius international airport 100 km

Distance to neighbouring
countries
Poland 55 km
Latvia 270 km
Russia, Kaliningrad region 100 km
Belarus 65 km

To trans-European corridors 69 km
Alytus is situated in a strategically convenient location – on the intersection
of three big markets – Poland, Belarus and Russia.
Just 69 km detach Alytus from the trans-European corridor network:
• corridor No. 1 – highway „Via Baltica“ and railway „Rail Baltic“: Tallinn –
Riga – Saločiai – Panevėžys – Kaunas – Kalvarija – Warsaw;
• branch No.IX B of corridor No. IX : Kiev – Minsk – Vilnius – Klaipėda and
branch No. IX D – Kaunas – Kaliningrad.
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Alytus has maintained the advantages of a small city: short distances,
friendly environment, experienced and diligent specialists, citizens of a town with
deep industrial traditions.
A comparatively cheap labor force, a perfect strategic location, qualification
of specialists, favorable investment environment has draw a number of foreign
investors to Alytus, and they are successsfully operating businesses up till now.
There are more than 70 foreign capital companies, operating in Alytus.

The biggest foreign investors in Alytus
• UAB Sofa Brands International (The United Kingdom)
• UAB Stora Enso Timber (Finland, Sweden)
• UAB Svenheim (Norway)
• UAB Graanul Invest (Estonia)
• UAB Coca Cola HBC Lietuva (The USA)
• UAB Litalka Elektronik (Germany)

The biggest investors in Alytus as per country
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finland
Norway
Estonia
Russia
The United Kingdom
Denmark
Germany
Italy
Poland
The USA

Finland
Norway
Estonia

Denmark

Russia

The United
Kingdom

Poland
Germany
The USA

Italy
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Prevailing industry in Alytus
Production of machinery and
equipment.
Timber processing and furniture
manufacturing.
Chemical industry.
Production of food and drinks.
Sewing industry.

Unemployment rate
At the beginning of 2012 in Alytus
there were 5531 unemployed
people registered.
Unemployment rate for the
beginning of 2012:
(employable age population)
In Lithuania – 11 %

In Alytus – 13,1 %

Average salary
Average monthly salary (neto) at
the end of 2011:

Alytus, the sixth biggest city of Lithuania, has deep industrial traditions,
which started to shape in the middle of the past century. Large scale industry
encouraged a rapid development of the city and helped Alytus to earn the name of
the Lithuanian industry leader. Alytus remained true to its chosen strategy of an
industrial city, and managed to preserve what was the best as well as to use the
industrial specialists' experience of many years.
Qualified industrial specialists is the biggest wealth of Alytus.

In Lithuania – 477 EUR

In Alytus – 432 EUR

4,5 percent of Lithuanian industrial production is produced in Alytus.
Population
There are 64 thousand of inhabitants in Alytus.
As per average population age Alytus is the youngest city in Lithuania.
The majority of the population is 30 - 44 years of age.
People in their employable age comprise 70 percent of all the population of
the city.
In Alytus we have a bigger than average Lithuanian unemployment rate
and cheaper labor force. Qualification of the workers, experience in industrial
occupations, motivation to work and to improve is a perfect support to investors.
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Educating specialists
Alytus college
The only higher education institution in the region, functioning since
1960, home to 1200 students. Alytus
college educated specialists of the
following fields:
• Accounting.
• Finance.
• Management.
• Company administration.
• Transport.
• IT.

Alytus vocational training center trains qualified specialists of the following fields:
Industry and trade:
• Vehicle electromechanics, mechanics
and repairers
• Electromechanics of electrical equipment
• Industrial equipment repairers
• Computer and office equipment operators
• Automation mechatronics
• Power system electronics
• Metal processing machinery operators
• Assistants to a trading company sales
managers
• Cashiers

Services:
• Tailors
• Hairdressers and barbers
• Hotel staff
• Manufacturers of visual advertizing
• Social nurses
• Florists
• Waiters and barmen
• Confectioners
• Cooks
• Cashiers and accountants

Construction technology and business:
• Mason and concrete workers
• Fitters of engineering equipment in
the buildings
• Joiners
• Construction service providers
• Welders
• International haulage drivers dispatchers
• Furniture crafstmen
• Finnishing workers (construction
workers)

Alytus labor market training center
Trains qualified labor force and supports citizens in adjusting to changing
economic and social conditions. Investing industrialsts can have their qualified
staff trained here according to newly prepared programmes. The center trains for
more than 100 vocational occupations: joiners, builders, blacksmiths, welders,
machine operators etc.
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ALYTUS IS AN INDUSTRIAL CITY

„I can assure foreign
investors: you will find
enough of qualified
labor force in Alytus.“

A zone of useful investments
What are the considerations about foreign investors in Alytus from
those people, whose one of the duties is communication with foreign
businesmen and industrialists? Romualdas Ambroževičius, Director of Alytus
Branch office of Vilnius Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts, states
that most of the foreign investors in Alytus have a successful business in
operation.
– Furthermore, new investors keep coming to Alytus. And this is the
best proof that it is worth investing in Alytus, – Mr. Romualdas Ambroževičius
says about investment-friendly environment.
Mr.Romualdas estimates Alytus industrial park as a possibility to start
business rapidly and effectively. And not only because of the fact that Alytus is
on a very good geographical location – not far from Poland, Russia, Belarus,
and Alytus industrial park is established in a big industrial district. First of all,
industrial park investors can benefit from long-term tax exemptions, and the
city authorities lead a constructive dialogue with investors.
– Thus it is very beneficial to invest. Secondly, the industrial park infrastructure is completed. Thirdly, in a town with deep industrial traditions the
labor force is qualified and comparatively cheap. Alytus as per qualified labor
force indicator is ranking second or third among Lithuanian cities. Alytus has a
higher education institution – Alytus college, which is perfect at preparing the
middle link specialists, needed for an industrial city. So, we have enough of
qualified labor force in Alytus, – Romualdas Ambroževičius assures foreign
investors.
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Important information for investors
• The administrator of Alytus industrial park as well as the owner of the
major part of the land plots is the municipality of Alytus city. Negotiations and
document management is without intermediary institutions, no taxes are
collected for park management or infrastructure.
• The purpose of the industrial park land plot is industrial/commercial.
The nature of the production activity is not defined.
• Alytus industrial park is situated in the industrial region of the city,
just 2 km away from the city center. The area covers 56 ha.
• The rent a plot at present is around 825 EUR/ha per year (the annual
land plot rent fee is 1,5 percent of the land plot value). The land plot rent is up
to 99 years. When production facilities are built, there is a possibility to
purchase the land plot.
• Companies, having rented new land plots and having invested into
the construction of new buildings as well as their establishment not less than
724 thousand EUR/ha, have 5 years exemption from the land plot rent and
real estate tax (in Alytus city municipality it equals to 0,9 percent of the real
estate value), and the following 5 years the latter taxes are reduced by 50
percent. The other main taxes in the industrial park are applied the same like
on the whole territory of Lithuania: profit tax is 15 percent, value added tax
(VAT) is 21 percent, income tax is 15 percent, social security fee, paid by the
employer amounts to 30,98-31,7 percent.

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22,
23, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34 industrial and storage
buildings
24, 25 - commercial objects

4, 31 - territory for
engineering facilities
26 - private houses

Alytus industrial
park

ALYTUS

• At this moment there are 4 investors settling in Alytus industrial park,
planning to develop food industry, wood processsing and machinery
production activities.
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Speed
A possibility to start production rapidly due to prepared utilities in the
industrial park, due to qualified and inexpensive labor force and efficient paper
handling in Alytus city municipality. Within one month from a visit to the
municipality an investor can start investment activities.

Availability
Direct and efficient negotiations with the prime persons of the municipality
of Alytus city. Support and consultations in solving appearing issues save
investors' time and power, while starting investment activities.

Stability
The foreign investors' experience in Alytus show that there is a very low
staff change in the companies. This fact and a sincere and favorable position of
the administration of Alytus city municipality towards foreign investors gives
stability and opportunity to make secure investments, to start and continue
business.

Friendliness
Alytus industrial park is a
territory of industrial
investment, having optimized
the processes of stability,
speed and availability as well
as being in harmony with the
industrial local community.
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The industrial park is an investment-friendly area. The industrial park
investors have significant long-term land and property tax exemptions, which
depend upon the size of investment.

ALYTUS INDUSTRIAL PARK
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„I invite such companies
to Alytus, to the industrial
park, which have
business and science
cooperation ideas. “

The industrial park is promising and attractive
Full of vitality Dalia Matukienė is confident that Alytus today is and will be in
the future one of the most attractive cities of Lithuania for investments. We have
no grounds to doubt it as Ms. Dalia is the president of businessmen association of
Alytus region.
– But still, where does this confidence about the prospects and power of
Alytus industry and business come from?
– The strategy of Alytus development is arranged until 2030. We know,
where and in which territories small scale and medium scale business will develop.
We have a particularly attractive open field territory for investments – Alytus
industrial park. We are aware of what we will do in it. Within 2 coming years this
park will be full. In Alytus everything is arranged in a way to promote new
businesses, – Ms. Dalia replies.
Ms. Dalia has a big role for Alytus industrial park in achieving her goal: on
the plot of 2,4 ha to pilot in the Baltic countries a center of modern house
establishment with 11 laboratories, with the biggest conference hall in Alytus,
with the demo center of new modern houses. It is foreseen to have active
cooperation with scientific institutions, universities.
– We start activities in the industrial park. Of course, we will not reach the
level of the Silicon Valley, but Alytus, I think, will become one of the centers in
Lithuania, where business and science shall actually meet. In 2 years the center
will be home to around 40 companies and 7 scientific institutions, we will
successfully implement technological innovations and shall gain practical
experience. So, I invite such companies to Alytus, to the industrial park, which
have business and science cooperation ideas, – Dalia Matukienė states.
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ALYTUS INDUSTRIAL PARK

Coconut oil factory is proceeding
At the end of spring of this year in Alytus industrial park we will welcome
the start of coconut oil extraction and its refinement; a coconut oil factory is being
built on the 0,5 ha area. Not from sunflowers, rapeseeds and olives, but namely
from coconuts. The world is global, we can smile about it, as coconuts are not
grown in Lithuania.
Vytautas Stankevičius and Vytautas Bernatonis, co-owners of the coming
factory, share our smiles. They have quite a significant experience in trading oil
and other food products to the markets of Russia, Belarus, the Ukraine, Poland,
the Baltic countries. Thus, the opportunities of supply of the coconut raw material
as well as production realization are secured.
Why have the investors chosen Alytus industrial park?
Mr. Vytautas Bernatonis is open about saying that at first they were looking
for a location to built their factory in the capital city Vilnius or in its vicinity.
However, neither in the city nor around it they could find industrial parks. The
search expanded, and it led us to Alytus industrial park.
– In Alytus we had a nice welcome, and so far we are surely not
disappointed, – Mr. Vytautas Bernatonis says while smiling.
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– Alytus industrial park was chosen firstly because of a favorable
investment environment – because of the exemptions which will be applied to us
for 10 years – exemptions for the land and for the property. Of course, a
convenient location, easy to reach Belarus, Kaliningrad region, Poland. A very
efficient decision passing process in the administration of Alytus city municipality.
Moreover, we chose this industrial park because of unlimited technical capacities:
all utilities with unlimited consumption of electricity and water, thus you can
develop any type of industry here, - Mr.Vytautas Stankevičius states confidently.
Owners of the coconut oil factory have foreseen expansion possibilities –
the land plot is big enough for constructing additional production facilities.

„We have chosen Alytus
industrial park because of
a favorable
investment environment –
the exemptions which will
be applicable for
10 years.“
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ALYTUS – A CITY OF PROSPEROUS INVESTMENTS

„Norwegian investment
has proved out
100 percent“

Office furniture – for Scandinavian market
Office furniture for the Norwegian police and post is produced in Alytus. It
is a fact the employees of UAB Svenheim and UAB Baldeka, Norwegian capital
companies, would not allow to deny. The owners and managers of these
companies could safely be ambassadors of successful foreign investments in
Alytus.
A story of success started in 2002 when the Norwegians decided to invest
in Lithuania and move all their office furniture production to Lithuania. UAB
Svenheim was established, and in 2007 UAB Baldeka was opened. Thus,
activities have been separated: the first company is involved in real estate
management (it owns 50,000 square meters of premises), the second one is
manufacturing office, home furniture, kitchen furniture components. 70 percent
of the production is sold in Norway, the rest in other Scandinavian countries.
The Norwegians have already invested over 9 million Euros in Alytus. In
2012 a turnover of 42 million LTL (about 12 million EUR) is going to be reached.
– Norwegian investment has proved out, and I can safely say that proved
out 100 percent because the owners are going to continue investing; it is planned
to invest about 7 million LTL (about 2 million EUR) over the coming three years, to
expand production - says Darius Grybauskas, Director general of UAB Baldeka.
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Mr. Darius is convinced that these Norwegian investments are only the first
steps. Having been asked of what attracted investors to Alytus, the director
general of the company outlines several circumstances. First of all, Alytus is
famous for being a city of industrial professionals.
– It is possible to hear the same question from various foreign investor: is it
possible to gather a staff of skilled workers in Alytus? Yes, it is. Especially bearing
in mind that currently we have quite a significant unemployment rate in Alytus.
People in Alytus are good workers, educated, reliable, honest. Just need to be
motivated to work. Personally me, I am proud of my staff,- says Mr. Darius frankly,
managing a staff of 112 employees. In Baldeka we have a minimal change of
employees, just one or two persons per year.
Mr. Darius has noticed that foreign investors like the fact that the industrial
zone is separated from the residential districts in Alytus.
– Geographically, Alytus is very convenient for the companies that wish to
work or work with business partners in Europe - Mr. Darius ends the conversation
and takes us to the workshop, where office furniture for Norwegian police and
Norwegian post is being produced.
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ALYTUS – A CITY OF PROSPEROUS INVESTMENTS

“Our productivity is as
high as in Great Britain,
and in some cases it is
even higher. This is a big
plus, and for the owners –
benefits and revenue.”

Productivity – as high as in Great Britain
The British owned company Sofa Brands was established in 2005 and
manufactures prefabricated components for the industry of uphostered furniture,
namely, sewings of natuarl leather and tapestry, and other minor components.
In the innitial stage Sofa Brands investments amounted to approximately
20 mln LTL (about 6 mln EUR). The company currently employs 240 workers. The
products are exported to Great Britain. It is also working with German, Lithuanian
customers, who supply products to major global trading networks.
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“We emphasize high quality and exceptionally great speed. We perform
orders quickly, within 5-7 days our customers in Great Britain have already
received our products. Our productivity is as in Great Britain, and in some cases
even higher. This is a big advantage, and for the owners - benefits and revenue "says Edgaras Kateiva, Director of Sofa Brands.
Mr Edgaras believes that the biggest attraction of Alytus for the investors is
an excellent geographical location and hardworking people.
„Truly hard-working people, performing quality work, live in Alytus. The
working ethic is strong, but workers need to be motivated. Recruitment is
necessary, but you can achieve fantastic results, once you have formed a team" Mr. Edgaras says.
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ALYTUS – A CITY OF PROSPEROUS INVESTMENTS

Coca Cola has focused investments in Alytus
Subsidiary of „Coca-Cola” „Coca-Cola BC Baltics” entered the market in
Lithuania in 1994. The company implemented an investment project worth of 1.3
million Euros in the country. In 2000, a new bottling 0.25 l bottle line was built and
commissioned in Alytus. In 2006 - 2007 the company increased its capacity and
invested 4 million Euros into equipment and development of construction.
Currently the company has an office in Vilnius, and owns several sales and
distribution centers in major Lithuanian cities - Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipeda and
Panevėžys. In May of 2010, “Coca-Cola HBC” closed its factory in Estonia, and
moved production of PET bottles to the factory in Alytus. The value of the project
amounted to 2 million Euros.
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A new quality frost
Manufacturer of refrigerators Snaige was founded in 1963. Now it is a
modern Lithuanian company, producing refrigeration equipment. At the end of
2011 the Russian capital company „Polair“ acquired the stake of Snaige.
95-97 percent of production is exported to 30 countries worldwide.
Refrigerators with the brand name of Snaige account for 59 percent of the
company sales, another part of the production is being produced under special
orders. Whirlpool, Smeg, Severin and other Western European companies order
refrigeration appliances. The company produces refrigerators for the largest
household appliances trading networks with their brands: „Boulanger“ (large
French retail chain), „General Frost – Tesco“ (the second largest household
appliances retail chain in Europe); „Far“ - CONORAMA (the largest sales network
of household appliances in France).
The company has been equipped with advanced technologies that increase
production capacity, meet environmental requirements, improve product quality
and working conditions, reduce production costs and labor intensity, saving
electricity. Each year about 3 mln. EUR are invested into the latest technologies
and improvement of the products.
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Stora Enso Timber is the most advanced sawmill in the country
Alytus sawmill of Stora Enso Timber, a Finnish and Swedish capital
company, is the most advanced in Lithuania. The main production of the sawmill is
sawn timber and planed wood products for construction and furniture industries.
The company produces plywood components as well. There are 200 employees in
Alytus sawmill, annual turnover of the sawmill in 2010 exceeded 33 mln. EUR.

Litalka Elektronik is a manufacturer of electronic control components
In 1999 a German enterprise Kurz, after having studied the markets of
Poland and Chech Republic, decided to invest in Alytus and built a modern 4000
m2 factory of electronic components. The company Litalka Elektronik
manufactures electronic control components, used in modern household
appliances. The company produces orders for famous clients, such as Electrolux,
Siemens and other producers of household appliances.
The company employs 200 people.

Timber pellets from Graanul Invest
In 2003 Estonian capital company Graanul Invest was established, the
pellet factory was started to be built in Alytus. The production of timber pellets
was started in 2005. The company has been contracting with the biggest sawmills
from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania for delivery of raw materials. The company's
production is exported via the port of Klaipėda. Production capacity of the
company is 70 thousand tons of timber pellets per year. The company employs 30
people.
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See you soon in Alytus!
The citizens of Alytus wish you
prosperous and beneficial investments!

ALYTUS CITY
MUNICIPALITY

Rotušės sq. 4, LT-62504
ALYTUS, LITHUANIA
Tel.: +370 315 55 105, +370 315 55 136
E-mail: alytus@ams.lt
www.alytus.lt

